BEGIN

INIT
operCmd = NULL;
vsistate = DEASSOC;

rxCmd != NULL &&
bridgeExit != TRUE

RESPONSE_PROCESSING
Resp = NULL;
vsistatus = resourceCmd( rxCmd, resourceWaitDelay );

vsistatus == SUCCESS
SUCCESS
operCmd = Resp;
rxCmd = NULL;
TxTLV( Resp );

KEEP
rxCmd = NULL;
Resp.Mode2.keep = KEEP;
TxTLV( Resp );

DEASSOC
rxCmd = NULL;
Dea = buildDea();
TxTLV( Dea );

DEASSOCIATED
resourceFree();

WAIT_STATION_CMD
vsistate = operCmd.Mode1;
waitWhile = toutKeepAlive;

rxCmd != NULL &&
rxCmd != operCmd

PROCESS_KEEPALIVE
rxCmd = NULL;
TxTLV( operCmd );

WAIT_STATION_CMD
waitWhile == 0 ||
bridgeExit == TRUE

END